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Abstract

of difficulties. Overcoming these is an active area
A method is presented to compute the planar of research to which we contribute.
arrangement induced by segments of algebraic
curves of degree three (or less), using an improved Bentley-Ottmann sweep-line algorithm.
Our method is exact (it provides the mathematically correct result), complete (it handles all
possible geometric degeneracies), and efficient
(the implementation can handle hundreds of segments). The range of possible input segments
comprises conic arcs and cubic splines as special
cases of particular practical importance.
Figure 1: An arrangement of three cubic segments.

1 Introduction

The curves we consider are defined as the sets
of zeroes x  y    2 of bivariate polynomials
f  x  y of total degree deg  f  3. As usual,
we use the term curve and the symbol f both for
the polynomial and the point set. The term cubic
curve, or cubic, customarily denotes a curve of
degree exactly 3. Whenever we talk about cubics
in this text, the reader is invited to observe that
our considerations cover the simpler cases of lines
and conics, i.e. degrees 1 and 2, as well.
Mathematics provides a rich theory of algebraic
curves. An accessible introduction to the geometry of such curves is [11] by Gibson.
A segment s of a curve f is a “smooth piece of
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manifold.

We present a method to compute the arrangement
induced in the affine real plane  2 by a set of segments of algebraic curves of degree three (or less)
with rational coefficients. Consider for example
the three cubic segments in Figure 1. Computing
arrangements is an important fundamental operation in computational geometry. In particular, it
forms the central step of regularized boolean operations on polygons bounded by segments of the
kind in question [16, sect. 10.8]. However, computing arrangements both exactly and efficiently
in the presence of degeneracies (such as singularities or tangential intersections) is notoriously full
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Examples of such segments are cubic splines1 , including NURBS (as eliminating t from their rational parametrization t
x t  y t  yields a polynomial in x and y of degree 3), and, trivially, conic
arcs and line segments. However, our method can
handle all cubic curves, including those that cannot be parametrized by rational maps, so we cover
much more than these examples.

irrational points.
Our approach consists of supplying an improved
Bentley-Ottmann sweep line algorithm with the
geometric operations it needs (Section 5), based
on the analysis of cubic curves (Section 3) and
pairs of cubic curves (Section 4). These analyses
impose certain conditions on the algebraic representation of the geometric situation (Section 6),
Our goal is to compute the arrangement induced but not on the geometry itself. The efficiency of
by a finite set of segments, that is, the decompo- our approach is demonstrated by an implementasition of the plane into vertices, edges and faces tion and its running times (Section 7).
induced by the union of the segments.



Our main result is a method that computes the ar- 2 Related Work
rangement exactly and efficiently in all geometric Computing arrangements, although mostly of linsituations. Achieving these three items together is ear objects, is a major focus in computational gea novelty.
ometry; see the survey articles of Halperin [12]
Exactness means that our method provides the and Agarwal and Sharir [1].
mathematically correct result, without any change Many exact methods to handle curved objects,
of geometry due to rounding error. Many geomet- e.g. [17], have been formulated for the Real
ric situations are sensitive to rounding error, e.g. a RAM model of computation [20], which allows
tangential intersection of two curves changes into constant-time operations on arbitrary algebraic
two or no intersections at the slightest perturba- numbers. This idealized model ignores the fact
tion. To avoid this, we follow the exact computa- that exact computation with algebraic numbers is
tion paradigm and use exact arithmetic through- very costly.
out.
A more realistic view was taken by Sakkalis [22]
Efficiency is the natural antagonist of exactness, in his analysis of a real algebraic curve, but the
because exact arithmetic is expensive in general. singularities occurring in cubic curves do not neFiltered rational arithmetic has overcome this for cessitate the full algebraic machinery he develops.
straight lines [16, sect. 9.7], and similarly filtered Aspects of the crucial problem to capture beroot expressions2 [13] [16, sect. 4.4] solve the haviour at irrational points by rational arithmetic
problem for circles. There is no efficient num- were treated by Canny [6] (Gap Theorem) and
ber type available yet that would be powerful Pedersen [19] (multivariate Sturm sequences).
enough to represent the coordinates of intersecMAPC [14] is a library for exact computation and
tion points of cubics.3 Hence we resort to indimanipulation of algebraic curves. It includes the
rect ways of examining curves, trying to avoid the
computation of arrangements of planar curves but
explicit representation of point coordinates wherdoes not handle all degenerate situations.
ever possible. We only need expensive unfiltered
traditional methods of symbolic computation for Exact, efficient, and complete algorithms for plathe very special case of a cubic curve consisting nar arrangements have been published by Wein
of three lines intersecting in exactly three distinct [24] and Berberich et al. [4] for conic segments,
and by Wolpert [25] (see also [10]) for special
1 or rather their pieces after breaking them at singularities, quartic curves as part of a surface intersection alif present
gorithm.
2 Root expressions are the closure of
under field operThe method presented here follows the general
ations and taking real k-th roots.
3 However, theoretical foundations for a possible ap- approach of Berberich et al., including the use
of a Bentley-Ottmann-type [3] sweep line algoproach have been laid in [5].
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rithm for segment intersection. However, conics
allow root expression arithmetic for their y x 
parametrization and for all event point coordinates except transversal intersections. This is not
true for cubics, hence for them the basic geometric operations have to be rather different. Parts of
our approach to these geometric operations stem
from Wolpert’s thesis [25], recast into this new
context.
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i)

2
ii)

1

iii)

Figure 2: The number and relative position of
branches does not change between two event points.

3 Analyzing one curve
With the goal of sweeping in mind, we first wish
to investigate the behaviour of a single cubic
curve f at a given x-coordinate, meaning the number and relative position of its branches over x.
This behaviour changes at only a finite number of
event points where branches start, end, or cross,
and it remains unchanged over the open intervals
of x-coordinates between them, consider the left
picture in Figure 2. There are two kinds of onecurve event points:

eliminate the variable y between the two equations f  0, fy  0 by computing their resultant, a
univariate polynomial res  f  fy  y   x whose
zeroes are precisely the x-coordinates of the intersection points [7, ch. 3]. For degree reasons, a
cubic curve f can never have two covertical intersection points with fy , hence the zeroes of the
resultant are in one-to-one correspondence with
the intersections, and the multiplicities of the zeroes are precisely the multiplicities of intersection. The multiplicity of intersection is 1 for xextreme points and  2 for singularities.

x-extreme points, defined as being smooth
points with an x-coordinate that is minimal
or maximal among the neighbouring points
on the curve. At such a point, the curve’s
normal vector  fx  fy  is horizontal4 (Figure
We factor the resultant by multiplicities, i.e.
2 i)).
res  f  fy  y   ∏ki 1 rii such that the ri  x are
singular points, or singularities, defined as
square-free coprime polynomials [9, ch. 8]. The
those points with vanishing normal vector.
real zeroes of each ri can be isolated in disjoint inIntuitively, these are points where several
tervals using Uspensky’s algorithm [2, ch. 7] [21]
branches of one curve intersect (but beware,
or Sturm sequences [2, ch. 7] [26].
some or all of the branches may be complex
and puncture the real plane only at this point) This leads to a representation of an x-coordinate
(Figure 2 ii)).
by a square-free polynomial vanishing at this coObserve that in both cases fy vanishes. The only ordinate, and an isolating interval. We can test
other points where fy vanishes on f are vertical such numbers for equality (by inspecting their
flexes of f , i.e. non-x-extreme points with a verti- isolating intervals and the gcd of the defining
cal tangent (Figure 2 iii)). They are the elements polynomials) and compare two distinct such num 
of  f fy fyy   fx . Their coordinates can be rep- bers (by refining their isolating intervals to disresented as root expressions. We show below how jointness), see [4]. Using this, we sort all zeroes
of res  f  fy  y , yielding the decomposition of the
to remove them.
This leaves us with the problem of determining x-axis into open intervals between the events.
all points on f for which fy vanishes, i.e. the in- Having determined an x-coordinate, we need to
tersection points of these curves. To do this, we extend it back to the event point by determin4 The

ing which branches of f are involved. For sin-

subscripts denote partial derivatives.

3

gularities, we resort to exact arithmetic.5 Except
for the case of a cubic curve consisting of three
lines intersecting in exactly three distinct irrational points, rational or root expression arithmetic suffices to represent singularities.

classification of complex projective cubic curves
[11] together with the fact that a unique singularity must be rational indicates that irrational singularities are always transversal intersections of two
branches. Rational singularities can be analyzed
by translating them to the origin and inspecting
the quadratic part ay2  bxy  cx2 of the translated
polynomial.
To perform the analysis of one curve, we demand
the following general position properties:

For x-extreme points, we begin by refining their
isolating interval to exclude event points of fy .
Then we substitute the interval boundaries for the
variable x, solve f and fy for y by root isolation,
and sort the points over each of the two boundaries w.r.t. y-coordinates.6 The branches of fy do
not change their relative position between the interval boundaries. They separate the branches of
f , consider Figure 3. Thus we can tell which two
branches begin or end at the x-extreme point.

The coefficient of ydeg  f  in f must be
nonzero (leading coefficient condition). This
is needed for the smooth working of the
resultant formalism. It is sufficient for
the absence of vertical asymptotes7 (where
branches could disappear to infinity instead
of ending at an event point).

f

To simplify the algorithm, we demand the
absence of vertical tangents at flexes and singularities.

fy

a

b

This does not restrict the geometric situations we
can handle, only the choice of a y-axis. We can detect all violations of these properties and remove
them by shearing the scene (see Section 6).

x=a:
x=b:

Figure 3: Determine x-extreme points by sequence We also require the curve’s defining polynomial
comparison.
to be square-free. This is no restriction on its set
of zeroes. Assuming the leading coefficient condition, the square-free part of f is f  gcd  f  fy .

This idea of analyzing an event at an implicitly
given x-coordinate by inspecting the change in behaviour of certain curves between its left and right
side is central to our method, and we will use it
repeatedly in the next section.

Having performed the analysis of one curve, we
know the number of points on it over any given
x. We know where x-extreme points and singularities lie, and we can trace segments through them.

A point, having been found like this, is represented by its x-coordinate x (as above), a support- 4 Analyzing two curves
ing curve f , and a branch number i  , meaning
that it is the i-th point of f over x (counted in as- We now turn to the behaviour of a pair  f  g  of
cending y order, without multiplicities).
curves. Again, we have open intervals of constant
We also need to classify singularities in order to behaviour, and a finite number of event points in
trace input segments through them. The textbook between, being one-curve events or intersections.
Between two adjacent events, the relative position
5 Note that once we know x in some explicit form, the y
of branches of f and g can be determined eascoordinates of both the singularity and the point on a third
branch (if present) can be determined by substituting x into ily by substituting a rational x into f and g, solvf and factoring the resulting univariate polynomial by mul- ing for y by root isolation, and sorting the results.
tiplicities.
Thus, given an arbitrary x from such an interval,
6

using the same real algebraic number type we used before for the projected x-coordinates

7 Over
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the complex numbers, it is also necessary.

branches involved (Figure 4 i)). If the intersection multiplicity is 2, we use an auxiliary curve
of degree 4, the Jacobi curve h  fx gy  fy gx
(see [25]) that cuts transversally through the intersection, yielding an observable transposition of
branches (Figure 4 ii) and iii)). For even multiplicities  2, we employ exact arithmetic with
root expressions or rationals. This is possible because deg res  f  g  y   deg  f   deg g  9, such
that factoring by multiplicities produces a factor
of degree at most 2 for multiplicity 4 or of degree
at most 1 for multiplicities 6 and 8.

we know how to map i to k such that the i-th point
on f over x, counted in ascending y-direction, is
the k-th point of f g over x. This we call slicing
a pair of curves. It allows us to compare segments
and points in y-direction, and it will form the basis of implementing the predicates needed by the
sweep algorithm (Section 5). We also need to slice
at event points.
Using the analysis of a single curve, it is easy
to extend slicing to x-coordinates over which just
a one-curve event happens. The rest of this section describes how to slice at the remaining xcoordinates; those over which an intersection occurs.
As before, we use a resultant res  f  g  y  to project
the intersection points onto their x-coordinates.
We introduce an additional requirement on the
choice of coordinates, namely that no two intersections of f and g are covertical, yielding a oneto-one correspondence of intersections and roots
of res  f  g  y . Then, as above, the multiplicity of
a root is the multiplicity of the corresponding intersection.8
x=a:
x=b:

i)

x=c:
x=d:

ii)

This way of looking left and right does not handle cases involving x-extreme points, because the
branches starting or ending in an x-extreme point
do not extend into both intervals around the point.
Thus, if an intersection occurs covertical to or at
an x-extreme point, we shear the scene.
Now consider the case that f has a singularity at
an x-coordinate but g does not. If x is rational, we
can substitute, solve, and sort. Otherwise, the singularity must be a transversal intersection of two
branches, and the intersecting branch of the other
curve cannot be tangential to both, hence again
we have an observable transposition, consider for
example Figure 5.

x=a:

h
iii)
a b

c d

c

x=b:

d
a

Figure 4: Determine intersection points of two curves.

b

Figure 5: At an irrational singular point we have an
observable transposition.

Again, we need to find out the branches intersecting at a given zero x of res  f  g  y . First consider the case of an intersection not covertical
to any singularity. If the intersection multiplicity is odd, the intersecting branches change their
position. Hence by inspecting the branches over
the intervals left and right of the intersection,
we see exactly one transposition, indicating the

To check the absence of two covertical intersections at x in the above cases, observe that substituting x into g leads to a square-free polynomial, i.e. g x   has only simple zeroes. Hence
d :  deg gcd  f x   g x   is the number of
(complex) intersection points over x. We demand
it to be 1.9 But substituting x is not an effective op-

8 For

non-singular points, an intersection multiplicity 1,
2, 3,. . . means that the curves agree in this common point,
this point and their slope, or this point and their slope and
their curvature, etc.

9 That also removes the problem of a complex intersection x0  y0  iy1  causing a real zero x0 of the resultant, because it would be covertical to its conjugate x0  y0  iy1 .
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5 Sweeping an Arrangement

eration, since in general we have no explicit representation for x.

We show how to perform a Bentley-Ottmann-like
sweep of segments of cubic curves, based on the
analysis of one and two curves.

Recall that res  f  g  y  x   0 implies d  1, as
there is at least one intersection point. Extending the notion of a resultant, one can define the
first subresultant sres1  f  g  y  of f and g such
that res  f  g  y  x   sres1  f  g  y  x   0 implies
d  2 [23, 6.10] [15]. Hence our check reduces
to testing whether sres1  f  g  y  x   0. We can
do this even with our implicit representation of
x-coordinates. If sres1  f  g  y  x   0, we need to
shear the scene.

As input, we accept a set of cubic input segments,
each defined by a supporting curve, a rational start
point and tangent vector (indicating in which direction the segment leaves the point), and a rational target point.10 The tangent vector is necessary
to resolve certain ambiguities, e.g. for a segment
lying on a circle-shaped part of the curve or starting in a singularity.

It remains to treat the case of an intersection
covertical to singularities on both curves. This can As output, our method computes a planar map labe dealt with using the explicit representations belled with points (including auxiliary points like
x-extreme points) and input segments, representfrom the analyses of the individual curves.
ing the arrangement.
In summary, we impose the following additional
In a preprocessing step, input segments are brogeneral position assumptions:
ken into sweepable segments (segments for short)
No two events (intersections and one-curve such that each segment s has these properties:
events) may be covertical. This is even
s is x-monotone and has no singularities in

stricter than above, but simplifies the algoits interior, i.e. interior s  fy  .
rithm, as it ensures a one-to-one corresponAll points in the interior of s have the same
dence of event points and the union of zeroes
branch
number.
of res  f  fy  y , res g  gy  y  and res  f  g  y .
An intersection point must not be x-extreme A segment is represented by its endpoints, its supporting curve, and its respective branch numbers
on either curve.
in the interior and at the endpoints.
If we use a Jacobi curve, it must not have a A point is represented as in the preceding section,
one-curve event covertical to the intersection viz. by an x-coordinate, a supporting curve and a
we are analyzing, as that might disturb find- branch number.
ing its transversal intersection.
We use an improved version of the BentleyAgain, these requirements only restrict the choice Ottmann sweep for segment intersection [3] deof a y-axis, not the geometry of the scene. We can rived from the LEDA implementation of line segment intersection [16, sect. 10.7] which is free of
check them and enforce them by shearing.
general position assumptions. In particular, segUsing the resultant formalism requires that f and
ments can overlap, and an arbitrary number of
g do not have a common component, i.e. a nonsegments can start, end, and intersect in a single
constant polynomial dividing both. If there are
event point.
common components, one can remove them by
10 The requirement of rational coordinates is intended to
computing h  gcd  f  g   x  y and replacing
f , g by f  h, g  h, h. By our condition of square- allow an efficient application of a shear as a preprocessfreeness, these are now coprime. This does not ing step. It naturally holds for segments constructed in the
typical fashion of interpolating a conic through five rational
restrict the segments we want to define on the points or defining a spline by a rational control polygon. The
curves: a piece of curve that “changes compo- actual sweeping algorithm imposes no requirement of this
nent” is not C∞ -smooth.
kind.
6

two curves in the relevant x-range and seRecall how sweeping works: A vertical line is
lecting the intersections on the appropriate
swept over the set of segments. Left of it, the plabranches.
nar map has already been constructed. The segNecessary predicate: x  y  lexicographic
ments currently intersecting this sweep line are
comparison of points. If comparing x does
stored in a sequence called the Y-structure. All
not break the tie, analyze the two curves supremaining endpoints and the remaining intersecporting the points and compare the supporttion points of at least those segments that are adjaing branches over the common x coordinate.
cent in the Y-structure are stored in a queue called
the X-structure, which is sorted in x  y  lexico- Observe how the use of predicates by the sweep
graphic order. Until the X-structure has been emp- line algorithm automatically reduces all geomettied, the following steps are performed:
ric analyses to at most two curves at a time.13
Extract next event from the X-structure and Running the algorithm and evaluating the prediadvance the sweep line to it. Find segments cates may necessitate to shear the whole scene.
involved in the event by locating the event in Once the algorithm terminates, the edges of the
the Y-structure, exploiting its order.
planar map are labelled with the original segNecessary predicate: Is a point p above, on, ments. This is no problem. However, the vertices
or below a given segment s? Decide this us- are labelled with an implicit representation of
ing the analysis of the two curves supporting points which is meaningless after shearing back
p and s, by comparing their branches at the because the notion of an i-th point on a curve at
point’s x-coordinate.
a given x is disturbed by shearing. Hence there
is a post-processing step in which the coordinates
Remove ending segments.
Reorder intersecting segments according to of the implicitly represented points are computed
and sheared back numerically within an arbitrarmultiplicity of intersection, see [4].
Necessary predicate: intersection multiplic- ily low error bound specified by the caller. Since
ity. This can be read off immediately from this happens only afterwards, the topology of the
the multiplicity of the corresponding root of arrangement is always correct, even if the caller
requests a low numeric precision (e.g. for displayres  f  g  y .
Necessary predicate: do segments overlap? ing results at a low resolution with several vertices
This is easy to decide as it can only happen falling onto the same pixel).
if the two supporting curves are identical11 .

6 Choosing a Projection Direction

Add starting segments to the Y-structure,
obeying its ordering.
Necessary predicate: comparison of segments right of a common point. Decide this
by analyzing the two supporting curves and
comparing the supporting branches over the
interval right of the intersection.

We imposed certain position conditions that do
not restrict the geometry of the arrangement
but its algebraic representation, in particular the
choice of the y-axis. (The other limitations are
the squarefreeness and coprimality assumptions,
which can be dealt with by preprocessing or by
restarting the algorithm if a violation is detected.)
There is a finite number of lines which are independent of the choice of coordinates to which the
y-axis must not be parallel:
real and complex asymptotes (for the leading
coefficient condition)

Add intersections of newly adjacent segments to X-structure12 , obeying its ordering.
Necessary operation: compute intersection
points. Do so by performing the analysis of
11 . . . up

to a constant factor. Recall that we require them
to be coprime.
12 This is the crucial point of the sweep line algorithm:
Only neighbouring segments have their intersections computed, avoiding the naive O N 2  analysis of all pairs.

13 Above, we have discussed the general cases of two distinct supporting curves. It is clear how to handle the special
cases of two supporting curves that happen to be identical.
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of the conditions can be limited to the range of
lines connecting event points with real or x-coordinates of interest.
complex intersection points in any pair of
curves we consider
7 Implementation and Timings
tangents at flexes and singularities

tangents at intersection points of any pair of
The method described in this text is being implecurves we consider
mented in C++ as part of the E XACUS project [8].
lines connecting an intersection of multiplic- The modular structure of the implementation is
ity 2 and a one-curve event on the corre- similar to this text: The analysis of one curve, of
sponding Jacobi curve14 (including complex two curves, the implementation of points and segprojective events)
ments along with their operations, and finally the
Almost every direction of the y-axis will do. We actual sweep code build hierarchically on top of
exploit this by randomly shearing our input seg- each other. The analyses of curves happen only
ments, starting the algorithm, and hoping for the to the extent requested by modules calling them,
best.
and their results are cached to avoid repetitions of
costly operations.
A shear is an invertible linear map Sr : x  y 

x ry y  for a fixed r  . It leaves the x-axis The basic number types used currently are those
fixed and tilts the y-axis. Shearing a point p means of LEDA (including LEDA “reals” for root exreplacing it by Sr  p . Shearing a curve f means pressions), but the code is templatized with a traits


f
replacing f by f Sr 1 , because f  p   0
class to allow future changes. The case of three
1
Sr  Sr  p   0.
irrational singularities is handled classically with
x   p , see [26, 6.1.3].
If a violation of the conditions is detected, we explicit arithmetic in
start over (with a new shearing parameter r cho- Resultant and gcd operations are implemented
sen at random from a set whose size grows ex- using subresultant remainder sequences [9]; root
ponentially with the number of unlucky earlier isolation is performed with Uspensky’s algorithm
choices). Eventually (and very quickly in prac- [2, ch. 7] [21].
tice, as “most” forbidden lines are irrational) a Given the space limitations of an extended abchoice is lucky and we succeed to compute the stract and the continuing evolution of the implearrangement.
mentation, we restrict our benchmarks to the core
We prefer to start with a small set of shearing pa- operation: sweeping a set of segments once the
rameters with limited bit length (instead of mak- coordinates have been chosen suitably.
ing an a priori estimate of a sufficiently large set) For benchmarking, we generate cubics f 
because the running time increases with the bit ∑3j  0 ∑3  j ai j xi y j by interpolating through 9
i 0
length of the curves’ coefficients and hence with points  xk  yk  9 chosen randomly on a 256 
k1
the bit size of the shearing parameter.
256 grid, yielding 9 linear conditions on the 10
Note that the position conditions come from the unknowns ai j . One can exchange some of these
analysis of curves, not from the sweep. For ex- conditions for linear conditions generated by preample, covertical intersection points are no prob- scribing slope, curvature, etc. at the remaining
lem as long as they do not involve the same two points. Solving for the 10 unknowns ai j and scalcurves. As far as the conditions relate to pairs of ing them to be coprime integers yields polynomicurves, they only affect pairs that are subjected als with coefficients of roughly 100 bits length
to an analysis. We do not consider all pairs of each. We break these into sweepable segments,
all curves in the general case; only those that clipping at x   10000.
interact geometrically and those needed while On a 1.2GhHz Pentium III, the following measearching the Y-structure. Also, the enforcement surements have been made (all numbers aver-



14 which

aged):

is invariant under a change of coordinates
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10 independent random curves yield about
80 sweepable segments. Computing their arrangement takes about 6.1 seconds and results in a planar map whose size is about 370
vertices and 1260 edges. This is roughly 20
milliseconds per event point.
For 30 independent random curves, the figures are 230 segments in 70 seconds, resulting in 3000 vertices and 11000 edges.
10 curves interpolated through random subsets of 18 interpolation points such that slope
and with probability 0.5 also curvature are
shared yield about 100 sweepable segments.
In 24 seconds an arrangement of about 350
vertices and 1130 edges is computed. Many
of the intersections occur independent of
common interpolation points and hence are
simple. The larger running time per vertex is
due to the analysis of Jacobi curves necessitated by the intersections of multiplicity 2.
This benchmark is limited to rational interpolation points xk  yk , but as our implementation
does not factor aggressively, this does not affect
running times, and most simple intersections occur independent of interpolation points at irrational coordinates.

Figure 6: Arrangement computed by our program.
The small dots are the interpolation points of the
curves. The boxes mark the calculated event points.

real algebraic numbers by a defining polynomial
and an isolating interval that is refined only as
much as needed also yields a form of delayed
adaptive-precision computation, but still with exact number types. Better filtering techniques are a
likely source of significant speed-ups.
Parts of our method generalize to algebraic curves
of arbitrary degree, in particular the derivation of
geometric predicates from slices (see sect. 4) of
two curves, and many aspects of analyzing curves
in the absence of singularities. The major critical
dependencies on degree 3 that remain are:
Use of efficient explicit arithmetic to handle singularities and vertical flexes. This requires low degrees of the algebraic numbers
involved.
Use of the complete classification of complex projective cubics to trace input segments through singularities.

8 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that it is practically feasible to compute an arrangement of segments
of cubic curves with rational coefficients by a
method that can handle all possible geometric degeneracies. This also solves the essential difficulty in performing boolean operations on polygons bounded by cubic segments exactly and efficiently in all cases [16, sect. 10.8].
Our approach to implementing the basic geometric operations is not tied to a sweep-line algorithm. Alternative algorithms for arrangement
computation, e.g. Randomized Incremental Construction (see [18]), could be based on similar geometric operations.
The method we presented makes only very limited use of the idea of floating-point filtering: The
evaluation of root expressions is done automatically in a filtered fashion. The representation of
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